FIRST AID FOR FOOD CHOKING
Victim Cannot Cough, Speak, or Breathe

Rescuer must act quickly. Choking is a life threatening condition. Call 911 immediately.

GIVE 5 BACK BLOWS
Back blows: stand behind the victim and place arm across their chest for support; bend the victim slightly at the waist; firmly strike the victim between shoulder blades with the heel of your hand.
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GIVE 5 ABDOMINAL THRUSTS
Abdominal thrusts: stand behind the victim and wrap your arms around the victim's waist; place your fist thumb-side in against victim's abdomen below rib cage, slightly above the navel; grasp your fist with the other hand; press your fist forcefully with quick upward thrust into the victim's abdomen.
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Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the object is forced out, the person can cough forcefully or breathe, or the person becomes unconscious.

If the person becomes unconscious, begin CPR starting with chest compressions. Each time you open the airway, look in the airway and remove the object if you see it.